
What should we do inside ourselves to have a real breakthrough outside? Which situations, events, 
relationships in the outer world signal us the need of change in our inner world? How can we shape 
our inner and outer world? What to do for a breakthrough in both of them? You will get a lot of 
practical help, wonderful OM, deep healing and transformative process, home sadhana... 
all have one focus: to break down those walls which until now stood still and were not touched by the 
winds of change.

www.orizoncenter.com

TRANSFORMATIVE WORKSHOPS 
+ONENESS MEDITATION 

You might have asked yourself: Is this my life? Is that all? Is this surely my path? If it seems you do not 
live your own life, there are too many limitations, the relationships, the situations you come 
across pull you down... cannot achieve what you want... you can't fly? This series of programs touches 
all the areas that limit you to connect to your own life, your destiny, your path. Wonderful exercises, 
Oneness Meditations, intense energy field covers the area of karma and past lives, cleans the realm of 
ancestors, male and female generations, dissolves the charges in your time in the womb and birth, 
and liberates you from your Fundamental Childhood Decisions in the first 6 years of your life. 
Transformation and liberation to create our own reality, become fulfilled and complete.

Breakthrough In The Inner and The Outer World

11-16th September, 2015
Orizon Center for Life & Creation

Whose Life Are You Living?

The Power of Creation: Create new life for yourself  & your country

Red Tent for Women - Turbo advanced 4baskets process

In this program, we fill in the cup that we have emptied in the previous processes. We learn about 
the Golden Rules of creation, we get a lot of practical help in our everyday life, how to create the life, 
the future, the way our heart wants it to be. We go through a powerful creation process, with all the 
ancient methods that are activating our power of creation. We also pay a visit in the future, just to 
make sure it takes those turns we are longing for. During the Oneness Meditation, our own Divine is 
giving an enormous blessing on the life that we have already shaped and makes sure all the needed 
help, coincidences, lucky events are flooding into that reality, which is our dream life!

This program, our defying period of life gets cleaned. Our conception, period in womb, birth and 
time after birth... all our programs, blueprint, patterns are cleaned and healed by the Divine 
Mother. After this overwhelming process, we get Grace by Oneness Meditation to strengthen this 
beautiful process. The Red Tent program takes place at  Joelle?s Yurt  at Paidochori.

Greek t ranslat ion wil l  be available.

with MONIKA FITOS

Contribution to each program is 30 Euro. 
You are welcome to spend the complete program with us or only attend the days you wish.
Individual Therapy Sessions with Monika are available on 16th September.

For further details and booking confirmation, please contact:
Ingrid Margarita via email: ingrid.orizon@gmail.com 
or phone (+30) 697 414 3598

6 pm to 9.30 pm on Friday 11th September

6 pm to 10.00 pm on Saturday 12th September

6 pm to 9.30 pm on Sunday 13th September

7 pm on Monday 14th September

facebook.com/OrizonCenterForLifeAndCreation

http://facebook.com/OrizonCenterForLifeAndCreation

